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Bramcote Close Residents (BCR) Response Stage Two Hearings 2018 

Sir, 

BCR would like to take the opportunity to respond and add additional information for the 

upcoming discussions during the Stage Two Hearing Sessions into the examination of the 

Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Plan. 

Before addressing some of the issues raised BCR would like to acknowledge that they are in 

full support of the stance taken by Bulkington Residents Voice (BRV) and as such fully 

support and agree with all submissions made since March 2017 up to and including the 

most recent submissions made in response to the stage two hearings in March 2018. This 

document has therefore not commented or submitted a direct response to Q4.7, Q4.9, 

Q4.11 and Q 4.12 as BCR feel that BRV have clearly expressed the views that we also hold. 

1) NBBC/41 relates to Bulkington and seeks to add to the transport evidence base. It is our 

belief that this document should have been submitted as part of the initial consultation in 

January 2017 rather than at the 11th Hour. If NBBC had a sound and well thought out 

methodology this document should have been a part of it. Then following points address 

Q6.35 

2) NBBC/41 Does have some errors which we would like to draw to the Inspectors attention. 

Figures 9 and 10 show and demonstrate the maximum queue length at Plough Hill Road. 

Plough Hill Road is actually located in Galley Common in Nuneaton several miles away from 

Bulkington therefore unable to have any bearing upon this case. 

3) NBBC/41 is also somewhat flawed as we believe that it does not demonstrate or model 

the congestion which HSG7 would inflict upon Bramcote Close and Long Street Residents. 

Further to this it also does not reflect the possible impacts upon Lancing Road, Amberley 

Avenue and Arundel Road residents who would also suffer from the proposed additional 

traffic from HSG7. 

4) The report also does not take into account what the adverse traffic effects could be from 

proposed developments such as HSG8 and HSG9 or even with proposed housing schemes in 

the village of Ansty under the Rugby Council Borough Plan. Instead it appears that 

Bulkington has been treated as a separate entity with no real connectivity or impact from 

other sites either within or outside the borough. 

5) Para39 NBBC/41 states “signalisation of the junction helps to significantly reduce queues. 

While this does penalise some traffic exiting from New Street”. This demonstrates that 

residents who live in either Long Street or one one of the side roads off Long street would 

face additional delays to their daily journey’s. In addition to these individuals further delays 

well may be expected from HSG7 itself. 
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6) The plan suggests a series of three armed junctions and additional turn lanes as the 

solution as well as signalisation in a very small and confined area. It is our view that these 

will lead to an increase in dangerous driving as well as some confusion of the new road 

layout. Increasing the risk of accidents and incidents. 

Matter 6 Proposed Housing Site 

 Issue 3- Are the strategic housing sites in Nuneaton Justified, effective and consistent 

with national policy? 

Q6.31 a) In HSG7 there is a constraint to the land, this relates to the issue of ownership of 

the grass verge which is the means by which the site is currently accessed. This land has 

been owned and maintained by the residents of 13 Bramcote Close. They have owned the 

property since it was first built and have had no assistance or support in the upkeep of this 

verge. At no point have NBBC or the developers discussed the access of this site and have 

assumed that they have an existing covenant or easement over this land. Over the last 12 

months 2 private developers have tried to purchase this plot of land. In both cases the sale 

has been declined as the current owners do not wish this land to be used to turn Bramcote 

Close into a through road. 

Q6.31 b) In OTH/7.2 the Environment Agency shows that HSG7 and HSG8 are both in Flood 

Zone 1, there is a recommendation that Hydraulic modelling should be carried out to assess 

flood risk from the watercourse. This impacts on the possible sustainability of the site as no 

work to our knowledge has been carried out on this aspect of either site. It is BRC concern 

that this could adversely affect the developable area of land in both sites. 

Q6.32 HSG7 contains grade 3 land according to Natural England’s Agricultural Land 

Classification which is best and most versatile (BMV). There is no evidence base provided by 

either the Council or the developer which suggests the land is anything other than grade 3 

with possible grade 2 being evident throughout the borough. This land in HSG7 has provided 

a valuable income for local farmers with wheat being grown most years in the field. There is 

a suggestion that the land may indeed be a mix of 3a and 3b however neither NBBC or the 

developer have taken the last 8 years that they have had to find out specifically the 

category, so an assumption is that it is 3a or better. 

Q6.33 BRC would like to reserve there position on this matter. 

Q6.34 Bulkington is a dormitory village. Due to the lack of employment opportunities 

offered within the village the vast majority of residents who are of working age need to 

commute. In NBBC/41 WCC suggest that £1.5 million would need to be made available to 

improve the existing infrastructure network, however as previously stated this would create 

additional traffic for all residents who live in and around Long Street as well as any new 

residents should HSG7 be allowed to be developed. There are also concerns with the road 

width particularly in Bramcote Close and Lancing Road where large vehicles would struggle 
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to safely manoeuvre and parked cars on the corner of Bramcote Close and Long Street  

provided restricted fields of vision when pulling out. Due to the narrowness of Long Street it 

is not possible to make the road wider whilst retaining the pavement. The residents are 

rightly concerned about the impact of additional traffic at this junction, there has not been 

any modelling of this junction and the modelling shown in NBBC/41 does not take account 

of the reduced width of Long Street due to lack of adequate parking provision for residents, 

visitors or tradesmen. The report itself admits that t6he problems will not ease congestion 

in this corner of the village and I would suggest that with the addition of over 200 new 

homes (including the proposed development of the New Inn site the situation will become 

worse and will not be a sustainable or viable option for these residents. 

Bulkington is a small village and will not be able to achieve sustainable development for the 

purpose of the NPPF if HSG7 and HSG8 are developed. The village does not have additional 

capacity for growth of its facilities and amenities, the residents will be dependent on 

commuting to get to their jobs. They will contribute little to the growth of Nuneaton or 

Bedworth CBDs as they will use the ones that are in Coventry or Leicester as they are more 

vibrant and offer a much improved shopping experience, equally little is available within the 

village other than some low order convenience stores and a handful of low to middle order 

specialist stores. As Bulkington is at the bottom of the Borough hierarchy it will receive little 

support to develop it, very little is shown on the IDP for Bulkington and in the councils own 

promotional video of 2011 which they used in the initial consultation of all options they 

even showed themselves that building in Bulkington had no social, economic or 

environmental benefits, unlike over parts of the borough which would gain a number of 

benefits. 

 Having spoken to Council officers over the summer of 2017 it became clear that they would 

make very limited amounts of money available to improve services such as schools and 

Doctors surgeries, but they would not be proactively pursuing these facilities and amenities 

themselves on behalf of the residents of Bulkington as they have said that is an issue for 

statutory bodies to resolve, however the lack of investment does not make Bulkington an 

attractive place in which to set up or attract high end service providers to the local 

community. 

Matter 6 Issue 3d – HSG7 East Bulkington 

Q6.48 NBBC has not followed the recommendations of the Greenbelt Review. The 

Greenbelt study of 2015 (para 5.8) recommends that the lowest performing parcels of 

greenbelt land should be considered for removal. HSG7 is not one of these parcels of land  

and is accordingly not listed and should consequently be retained as greenbelt land. This 

was a recommendation made in response to the Hosuing topic paper 2.0022 Terra Strategic 

(Tetlow King) in paragraph 1.30.  
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In response to the Housing topic paper 2.0025 ST Phillips (GVA) suggests in para 3.13/14 

suggest a better alternative is available at Whitestone Farm and can be developed more 

sensitively and  that NBBC have still not provided any documented evidence that all parcels 

of land discounted at stage 1 have been re-assessed against SA objectives. 

A view which is also shared by ST Phillips and BCR is that by releasing the greenbelt at both 

HSG7 and HSG8 would not achieve a sustainable pattern of growth within the borough. Also 

we would suggest that no special circumstances have been proved by NBBC which should 

allow the status of the greenbelt land at HSG7 and HSG8 to have its status changed.  In fact 

increasing the population of such a small community by 35-40% is unnecessary, Bulkington 

has already accepted the proposed development of 30 new dwellings on the New Inn site 

and on the disussed garage site opposite the Cornerhouse pub another 30 houses seem 

have been granted approval for development. None of these developments appear on the 

plan, as is the case with several other high profile developments within the borough as 

evidenced in the local newspapers. NBBC have announced a large development on the 

(Calendar farm/A5 site of 850 homes – Nuneaton Telegraph Wednesday January 24th 2018). 

850 houses over & above the figures surely means Bulkington greenbelt and possibly some 

other areas, can be left alone. These developments make the conditions for developing 

greenbelt even lower as much of the additional capacity has already been met through 

these developments and no mitigation has been currently included for them. 

Q6.49 NBBC/41 have undertaken traffic modelling but in the opinion of BCR have 

undertaken no measures to actually address the safety implications for residents of 

Bramcote Close if it were to be turned into a through road. NBBC also do not consider the 

knock on impacts this additional traffic would have on Long Street or how to resolve issues 

connected with street parking in Long Street or on the junction of Long Street and Bramcote 

Close. 

Issue 1: Does the Local Plan provide the infrastructure necessary to support the delivery of 

development? 

Q9.1 The answer is No. The transport plan does not meet the needs of the residents of 

Bulkington. There has been no agreement on what this would look like or public transport 

routes which have been suggested through the maze of smaller roads. The fact that most of 

the housing the developers wish to produce is more executive style housing it is unlikely 

they will get enough passengers to make this a profitable or sustainable route. The system 

charges a fee which is not competitive with running and parking a car or offer enough 

convenience. Journey times are around 50 minutes to Coventry city centre a similar journey 

can be done in 20 minutes at the same time of day by car and the cost will be substantially 

lower by car. No mention has been made of where additional funding of buses would come 

from. However as the nearest main hub is Nuneaton or Coventry it is unlikely that 

Bulkington will ever be more than a spoke leading to the hub. 
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The IDP discusses sport and recreational facilities as per our previous representations these 

fall short of the mark, no consultation with residents to assess our needs has taken place 

and the whole package offered is woefully inadequate. Even providers such as Severn Trent 

have not made any firm commitments or shown support to the development of drainage or 

sewage. Equally doctors have not been fully consulted if Surgeries have additional capacity 

for new patients. Schools have not been approached to discuss educational requirements as 

local head teachers were unaware of proposed plans. In discussion with Katherine Moreton 

of NBBC over the summer she indicated money would be available for such services but the 

council were not prepared to ensure these vital bits of a communities infrastructure would 

ever materialise. Neatly it was passed of too statutory bodies to ensure that progress 

occurred. This is cold comfort for Bulkington Residents who have no guarantees and could 

well see a decline in the level of infrastructure in the village. 

It is the belief of Bramcote Close residents as well as the wider community of the East side 

of Bulkington that the proposed plan of adding Bulkington on to the Borough Plan is nothing 

more than an after thought and when considering the fact that numerous estates have 

already been built or approved both in Bulkington or the Borough suggests that additional 

housing is not needed. For many Bulkington is a quiet sleepy backwater with a sense of 

community. By building 2m large estates the character will be changed forever, without any 

of the associated benefits that being a town would have. As a village we are taking small 

developments and the local community is pleased to welcome development of the garage 

and new Inn sites as these will enhance the village . However the over inflation and 

disproportionate increase of the villages population by 35-40% is not sustainable, 

economically, socially or environmentally. 

 


